Small block chevy water flow diagram

The high-performance Fel-Pro gaskets also reduce coolant flow in the indicated areas b to help
redirect the coolant between the center cylinders. Only do this when the engine is completely
disassembled to prevent iron drill chips from damaging the engine. If there is no hole in your
block, you can easily drill the soft cast iron to create the water passage. This is not as difficult
as it sounds, and the head gasket can be used as a template to correctly locate the position of
the hole. Remember to remove the gasket before drilling. How many of you take the time to
neatly open a new package of anything? Now how many of you actually take the time to glance
or dare we say read the directions that came with your new package of anything. So imagine our
surprise when we did take the time to look at the Fel-Pro gasket installation tips for our
small-block. According to Fel-Pro, most head-gasket failures occur between the two center
cylinders. This is because the small-block Chevy locates two exhaust ports adjacent to each
other between the two center cylinders. This concentrates a tremendous amount of heat in this
one location, which can cause the head gasket to fail. To ensure that additional coolant flows
through these holes, Fel-Pro also restricted water flow through the lower holes between the
center and outer cylinders. Combine these changes with a high-performance water pump, such
as the excellent piece from Edelbrock, and you have a much more efficient cooling system.
These modifications to the head-gasket cooling system are only found on the performance line
of Fel-Pro head gaskets. The stock replacement head gaskets feature the normal coolant hole
passages. If you are considering more compression, a supercharger, nitrous, or a turbo, these
high-performance gaskets with the redirected coolant passages are probably an excellent
choice. Can we turn a pile of parts into a whole car in one week? A collection of Camaro
products any gearhead would like to own. Treat your classic Corvette to a professional dyno
shop super tune. We take you through the short but careful process of installing an aftermarket
passenger sideview mirror on a C3 Corvette. Corvette Chief Engineer shared insights about the
C8 Development. Chevy High-Performance. How To. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get
Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. Get a professional dyno shop
super tune Treat your classic Corvette to a professional dyno shop super tune. C3 Corvette Side
Mirror Install We take you through the short but careful process of installing an aftermarket
passenger sideview mirror on a C3 Corvette. Asked by Wiki User. Coolant enters the water
pump from the lower radiator hose. The water pump pumps coolant into both sides of the
engine block towards the rear of the block. Coolant then flows up into the cylinder heads and
flows toward the front of the heads before crossing over into the intake manifold and up to the
thermostat. Coolant then flows through the thermostat into the upper radiator hose back into
the radiator. It goes in through the lower radiator hose, and out through the upper. Yes, it
controls the coolant flow around the engine block, without coolant the engine would overheat.
Kind of. There are water jackets inside the engine block and usually the heads of a liquid-cooled
engine Water or coolant will either flow from the block to the head to the radiator, or from the
radiator through the head to the block a reverse flow design. The latter is better because it cools
the heads first and helps prevent detonation. It also reduces thermal shock to the engine block.
GEN 1 small block Chevrolet not including ci. Also ther is a coolant bypass built into the water
pump, block and head on the passengers side to allow some flow in the morning for heater and
defrost operation. In essence getting some warm water to areas where the heater hoses can
supply coolant to the heater core. The smallblock is similar but has extra steam holes drilled in
the block and heads to compensate for simiesed cylinders or where the cylinders are all joined
together disrupting regular block coolant flow. Mohan Racing. Then coolant doesn't flow
through the engine block, and your motor is allowed to build up heat. If your thermostat works
properly, it'll open up when the specified temperature is set, and coolant will flow in. If it's not
working properly, then the heat will continue to build until you either shut off your motor or you
blow a head gasket. In through the bottom hose, out through the top. Either the thermostat is
stuck in an almost closed position and there is not enough flow of coolant through the engine
block or you have a lazy water pump over time the impeller of the water pump wears out
causing low coolant flow, so when the car is moving the water pump spins faster letting enough
flow through the block. Defective thermostat not closing allowing coolant to flow through block
at all times. The thermostat in a car regulates the coolant temperature inside the engine. When
the engine is cold, the thermostat is closed, allowing the heat from the combustion chamber to
heat the fluid coolant in the coolant galleys in the engine block. Once the engine reaches an
optimal temperature, the thermostat opens, allowing coolant to flow through the radiator. The
thermostat then controls the flow of coolant to hold the engine at its optimum operating
temperature, irrespective of engine load and operating condtions. Thermostat stuck open,
clogged heater core, heater flow valve not functioning, or low of coolant. Coolant is drawn into
the pump via lower radiator hose then pumped into both sides of the block. The coolant is then
pumped down both sides of the block and up into the heads, then pumped through the heads

into and out the thermostat housing into the upper radiator hose back into the radiator. There
are two. One, each side, centered, right above the oil pan rail. Once out, if the water does not
flow, or, is flowing slow, clear the hole out with a screwdriver, as they rust over, sometimes. The
heat will flow from the boiling water to the block of ice. The presence of the valves usually
restrict the coolant flow into the heater core. It might be clogged, thus not allowing enough flow
It means that the excess coolant is going where it is supposed to. The coolant expands when
hot and goes to the over flow reservoir. The water pump is the only coolant circulation device.
Heat will flow from the coolant to the air The coolant will absorb the heat from the building.
Strainers are obstructions that allow water to flow, but block small craft. Flow valve for what?
Coolant, transmission fluid, fuel, what? You need to be more specific. Flush the coolant, change
the coolant resevoir and add new coolant, it doesn't hurt to change the hoses either. Air flow
through radiator restricted with debris. Coolant flow through inside of radiator restricted with
debris. Low on coolant. Faulty thermostat. Coolant fans inop. As the engine coolant heats up,
the coolant expands, so the coolant needs a reservoir or expansion tank to flow in and out of as
needed. Ask Question. Chevy See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions.
Which way does coolant flow in a small block Chevy engine? Is thermostat important in a car?
Coolant flows from the engine block into the through the coolant jacket? Coolant flow v8
diagram? What happens when the thermostat blocks the flow of coolant into the engine? Will
coolant spill out of the over flow tank if the car is to hot? How does a small block Chevy water
pump flow? Why is car over heats when you not moving and the air in the car goes from heat to
cold when not moving? What are possible causes and solutions for overcooling in a
Volkswagen Jetta? What does the thermostat on a car do? What is difference between block
flow diagram and process flow diagram? What could be wrong is a Chevrolet Blazer when there
is little heat blowing? How does caddie water pump flow? What is an eye embolism? Block
coolant drain plugs located on a Chevy small block ? What will be the flow of heat when you
drop a block of ice in boiling water? Why is there no coolant flow into the heater core? What do
it mean when the radiator boil in to your over flow? Does a 95 Dodge Ram have a coolant lift
pump for low speed coolant flow? If the coolant in an air conditioner has a lower temperature
than the air in a building then? When boating on a river you may encounter strainers what are
the dangers of strainers? What and where is the flow valve? How can i unclog my reservoir on
cavalier its not giving coolant flow? Why would a Cadillac STS run hot? What is a expansion
tank on a car? Asked By Wiki User. How many feet are in seven minutes? What is the difference
between margin and margin? Is Stanley tucci Jewish? What letter in the Alphabet is always
waiting in order? Is making glass from sand a chemical change? What is black and white and
blue all over? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music
become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without
crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica
Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals
name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all
time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter.
Previously Viewed What is Small block Chevrolet coolant flow path? Unanswered Questions Is
Daniel Winston of dancing on ice married? How will you prepare laboratory procedure to verify
the validity of the hypothesis example? What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? How
did Jose rizals parents raise their children? What online sites don't ask for cvv? What religion is
Wilmer Valderrama? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What are the advantages and
disadvantages of on premise catering? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written
permission of Multiply. Refer to the belt path diagram under the hood, typically located on the
fan shroud or front fender brace, or locate the water pump pulleys on the vehicle. Compare the
diagrams below. Water pump pulleys running on the inside surface of the belt indicate a
Standard Rotation water pump grooved side of belt. Water pump pulleys running on the outside
surface of the belt indicate a Reverse Rotation water pump flat or smooth side of belt. We field a
lot of cooling questions in our workday. When the question arises, "Is this a standard or reverse
rotation engine set-up? If you look under the hood on most late-model light trucks and
automobiles, you will find a belt path diagram that guides you in the installation of the fan belt
on your engine. Alternatively, locate the water pump pulley on the diagram on the front of the
engine if you cannot find the diagram. Inspect the belt and water pump pulley to determine if the
pump is driven by the inside or outside of the belt and you have answered the question. You
can also look at the impeller vanes to understand flow. It is commonly assumed that curved
veins "cup" water. A centrifugal pump does NOT cup water. Water is drawn in and flung out as
the vanes pass through the fluid and create a pressure differential. Reverse rotation. Engine
Cooling Resources. Standard vs. Comments on this post 0. Leave a comment Name. Recent

posts Early engine design, a bathtub analogy and a tight jacket Oct 15, Ford 5. Do you have a
short or long style pump, and is it v-belt or serpentine-belt driven? Also, some of the later style
aluminum water pumps with a serpentine-belt drive system used a reverse rotation pump. One
other thing to consider is the diameter of your water pump snout. Keep in mind that mixing and
matching pulleys between short and long pumps can cause misalignment issues. Just set your
original pump on a flat surface with the pulley flange facing up, take a straight edge and lay it
across the pulley mount face and measure the distance between the block-side mount flange
and pulley flange. All applications can vary and pulley alignment can change on custom
set-ups. In certain cases it may be handy to purchase water pump pulley shims or spacers to
achieve the correct alignment. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Videos All Videos. Before
Purchasing Your New Pump. More Info. Universal Water Pump Shim Kit. Related Articles. How
does a cooling system work? Why is your engine overheating? What parts should you be giving
your attention to? This guide answers all your questions. Learn how to choose the best radiator
for your vehicle. Our guide covers key factors to consider when selecting an aftermarket
radiator for your street rod. Have a monster radiator but your engine still overheats? We'll show
you what to look for beyond the cooling system for common overheating issues. Learn how to
wire dual electric radiator fans. Use our dual fan wiring diagram and guide to make sure you
properly wire your fans to your thermostat. Tired of straightening damaged fins or replacing
your new race radiator? Try protecting it with a sheet of Nomex honeycomb and let it take the
beating instead of your expensive radiator. What is the purpose of a fan shroud? Do you even
need a fan shroud? Learn why you need a fan shroud to keep your engine cool and at peak
performance! What electric cooling fan is right for you? This Tech Talk will take you through
some key questions to consider when choosing a cooling fan for your radiator. Picking a proper
camshaft for your project can rapidly deteriorate into chaos. So many possibilities. Want a little
advice? Click here! Decode small block Chevy engine suffix codes with our SBC casting
number guide. Learn how to find and decipher your Chevy motor's serial stamping code. In this
Tech Tip, a customer asked about using a set of Small Block Chevy Sprint Roadster headers for
his trike, powered by a stock If you have read and absorbed the seemingly obvious forgoing,
you will be a step in front of at least 25 percent of those attempting to build a low-cost
performance small-block Chevy. The first and most important rule to be observed is to never
use whatever you already may have simply because you have it. Building anything of fewer
cubes than you can afford and a cubicinch motor is about the bottom line here is an outright
bad move. At the end of the day you will have paid more per horsepower than if a larger motor
had been used as a starting point. There are four reasons for this and they are as follows:. The
foundation of the motor is the block. Make sure that the build starts with a sound block,
appropriately machined and prepped. Introduced in at inches, it was expanded to cubes in In
the model year the Corvette came out with cubes. This was the first of the 4-inchbore motors
and set the stage for what was to become the most common bore size among small-blocks.
Getting inches was not just a case of extra bore diameter. The stroke was also increased from 3.
This move necessitated larger crank counterweights and, as a result, the internal form of the
crankcase was changed to give added clearance. Good as the was, the model year was when
the was introduced. Not only was this block able to accommodate a longer stroke, but cranks
for this displacement were also beefed up with larger journals. If there is any doubt as to the
thickness of the cylinder walls, a rough guide can be had by using a set of bow calipers to reach
down into the water jacket as seen here. Next step is to measure across the adjusting screw and
note the dimension. After removing the caliper from the block, the dimension seen while
measuring into the block is re-established. Measuring the gap between the caliper ends will give
a reasonably accurate dimension for the cylinder wall thickness at that point. Seen here is the
rear main cap on an early model block. The cap houses a two-piece, rear main bearing oil seal.
The following year, , saw the introduction of the engine. It had the bore of the and the stroke of
the It has absolutely no place in a performance program. From to the 4-inch-bore, 3-inch-stroke
was produced. Essentially it was produced just so Chevrolet had an engine eligible for
high-profile Trans Amracing. The next major milestone in terms of performance was the
introduction in of the cubic-inch block. This deviated from the previous standard format in many
respects. First, it was the only small-block that Chevrolet made with 4. To achieve the 4. This
block usually is recognizable by the fact that most of them have three freeze plugs in the
outside of the block rather than two. To accommodate the larger bore at the same bore centers,
it was necessary to delete the intercylinder water jacketing common to all other blocks except
the Bowtie blocks. Along with the increased bore size, the block was made to accommodate a
crankshaft that had larger main bearings. It should be noted here that throughout the life of the
small block, GM was very generous with its selection of crank, rod, and main journal size. As a
result we find that aftermarket cranks made with quality modern materials are more than strong

enough, even at the smaller sizes to deal with strokes up to 3. In , Chevrolet made some serious
updates on the small-block. Essentially the blocks from here on out were equipped from the
factory with hydraulic roller cams instead of flat-tappet cams. Basing your build on a later roller
block has some distinct budget power advantages because, with a few lifter mods, you can end
up with a highly functional roller valvetrain for less money than rebuilding a flat-tappet
valvetrain more on that in Chapter 7. Along with the change to a hydraulic roller valvetrain, the
factory also changed the way the rear main oil seal is made. Here the rear main bearing and the
oil seal diameter were changed and the block redesigned accordingly to utilize a one-piece rear
main seal. The only real concern we need have here is the interchangeability between cranks
and blocks from the earlier two-piece era to the later one-piece era. Should you have an earlier
high dollar crank, a rear main seal conversion kit can be had to allow it to be used in the later
block. However, the kit is more money than a high-performance caststeel crank so, unless that
early crank is a real high performance piece, making the conversion is only just cost effective.
The one-piece rear main seal-style block is easily identified by the aluminum seal housing
bolted to the back of the block. The least expensive rear main seal conversion kit for a
late-model post- block can be had from AAEQ in Chicago. These conversion kits, shown here
with the alignment tool, come in two stylesâ€”one for the small pan seal and one for the large
pan seal. In addition to the hydraulic roller cam and one-piece rear main seal there were
numerous other design changes. This aspect is something that you need to pay close attention
to so that the final parts assembly is compatible; otherwise, the engine will be a long way out of
balance. We will deal with this important subject in detail in Chapter 4. In the heads also saw a
great change in design. In terms of street performance over a very wide RPM range, these were
some of the best production 2-valve-per-cylinder heads ever produced not just by GM, but by
anyone. As far as interchangeability from early to late blocks is concerned, this was percent so
long as the relevant intake manifold and valve covers were used. Apart from the principle
players so far mentioned, Chevrolet also brought out a inch motor, a which is now one of the
most common , and a You should not be considering any of these blocks as a basis for a
high-performance build, especially when a tight budget is involved. Remember, and never lose
sight of, the fact that cubes are the easiest and cheapest route to strong street performance.
Since its introduction in as a ci unit, the small-block Chevy has grown somewhat in size. The
most popular and prolific block, the , and largest stock displacement and now relatively rare ci
blocks, are the only ones you should be concerned with. These two displacement sizes differ in
both the bore and stroke. The has a 4-inch bore with a 3. Not only is this a well-proven
configuration in terms of reliability but also cores at the wrecking yard are, figuratively
speaking, nearly a dime a dozen. Chevy blocks are out there, but as the years go by their
numbers diminish significantly, by attrition and hot rod usage. They are nice to have because of
the extra cubes, but can be problematic. They can be a little more difficult to cool effectively at
higher outputs and many have bore walls too thin for a performance motor. Knowing whether or
not the block you may be eyeing fits that format can be a concern. I have had blocks that have
walls so thin that, at plus Rod failure in any of the bores causes a chunk of the wall of the bore,
at the position indicated, to be knocked out. This usually does not affect usage, but you should
check for a crack into the water jacket. With 0. Such blocks are a great find. Not only can the 4.
These two blocks are the most common and well supported by the speed equipment industry.
The number xxx block â€” is not usually used because of the reverse cooling. All used
aluminum heads. The numberxxx block was also used in the Caprice but with iron heads. These
blocks were built in far fewer numbers. The first step when selecting a block is to see whether
the particular block is compatible with the vehicle the engine is going in, as well as with other
parts you may want to use. Also, the location of the dipstick varies on models after about The
question here is, will your application work with the cheaper 2-bolt block or does it demand a
4-bolt? When it comes to performance capability, 2-bolt blocks have been somewhat maligned.
A 2-bolt block can live with a lot more horsepower than usually accredited. When the budget is
really tight take heart in the fact a 2-bolt block can, for drag racing applications, handle in
excess of hp with nothing more than a change from regular main bolts to ARP main studs.
These blocks are cast with a two-percent nickel-alloy cast iron that hardens and gives
significantly longer bore life. The best blocks to get are those that have a number 10 or 20 in the
area normally under the timing chain cover. These have one-percent tin and two-percent nickel.
The tin is used to help the melt flow better into the casting mold. Also, because they pour more
easily, they have the fewest problems with hot spots caused by porous metal. These blocks can
be expected to wear faster than others, but, with modern oils, are still good for ,plus miles.
There are two ways to locate a suitable block: one will keep your hands relatively clean, the
other most certainly will not. The second way will get you more basic parts and save money, but
will involve a lot of hassle. Going the second route entails buying a core, usually from a

wrecking yard or similar source. Unless you are targeting a long block equipped with Vortec
heads which you intend to use rather than aftermarket heads you should look to buy a complete
block less heads. With the older engines this is a reality you need to consider. These engines
came with fuel injection and the far superior fuel metering on the cold start cycle brought about
a huge reduction in bore wear. Also these later model engines have much better rods and the
stock pistons are also good because they have a very good low drag ring package. If you intend
to buy a later model engine buy it with the heads on because this protects the bores from the
elements. If someone removes the heads then the condition of the bores is on a downhill path
right there. Block casting accuracy for the pre- blocks was far from a precise process. If you are
looking at an earlier block you provisionally need to establish if the block has undergone no
more than minimal core shift during the casting process. This can be roughly gauged by how
even the metal thickness is around the lifter bores and the cam bearing bores at either end of
the block. The more even it is, the stronger the block is likely to be. The most common damage
is pieces missing from the bottom of the bores due to a rod failure. If the block passes this
inspection and fits your main bearing bolt and budget requirements, buy it. You can either
locate some mains from an otherwise scrap 4-bolt block or convert a 2- to 4-bolt mains by using
aftermarket steel caps. In terms of outright strength, aftermarket angle bolt caps are the best
option because they enhance block integrity. On the way home, stop at a do-it-yourself car
wash. Using Gunk degreaser and a bristle brush, clean the motor and blast it with hot,
high-pressure water. When you get it back to your garage, mount it on an engine stand and
ready your tools for the teardown. As the motor is stripped, you should look for signs of
potential problems. Your first job is to pull the manifold if one is still in place. The next item to
be stripped is the valvetrain assembly. If they look reusable, wire every rocker to its ball pivot
and place it with its pushrod and later the lifter in a plastic bag so they remain as a group thus
allowing them a greater chance of being reused. Remove the heads and set them to one side for
later evaluation. Once you are absolutely sure it has been drained of oil, turn the motor over and
remove the pan. Next remove the oil pump pickup and cover and take a look inside the pump. If
the pump is good, replace the cover then remove the complete pump assembly and bag it. Now
remove the major parts from the bottom end. First remove each complete rod assembly one at a
time, numbering them as you go. This means you need to take special care not to damage the
journals with the rod bolts as the rods are removed. To achieve this use a short piece of rubber
hose over the rod bolt threads during disassembly. As you remove the rod caps, inspect them
and the crank journal closely. The ideal situation is for the crank journals to have zero to
minimal wear and both the main and rod journal bearings in good condition. Removing the rod
and piston assembly from the last part of the bore often can present problems. You can simply
use enough force to drive the pistons out, which is okay if you intend to buy new pistons.
However, the later, post pistons are often fit for reuse and will deal with hp without any undue
problems. Because of this I recommend a little patience; the way to do the job is to scrape all
the carbon deposits from the top of each bore before attempting piston removal. If the piston
fails to come out relatively easily after this, you needed new ones anyway because the size of
the step indicates the need for a re-bore. If not caught by a helper or given a soft landing you
could damage the ring land to the extent the piston will be rendered unusable. An even skirt
wear pattern across the pin axis indicates the rod is straight. If it is, junk it. The days of
straightening rods are gone. It takes a fixture to check straightness and the cost of doing so is
not worth the effort because new rods of far superior strength are available at a very reasonable
cost. Do not reuse any rod that may exhibit even the slightest sign of being out of true because
even a minor error here can cause a large increase in engine friction, which cuts horsepower
substantially. So that you know the importance of straight rods, know that just one bent rod can
suck up 20 hp! Once the block is stripped, it needs to be checked for possible cracks and wear.
For cracks, a magnifying glass is your first recourse. For wear on the bores, figure that if you
can feel a ridge with a fingernail, then, at the very least, your block will need a cleanup hone. On
many occasions I had low-wear blocks honed up to 5 thousandths to remove the ridge. This
penny-pinching route is far more viable than might be expected. Assuming a maximum wear
allowance of 0. If you acquired a late-model block, then some very viable cost saving options
are open to you. Since the wear factor is usually very low we find that the bores and the pistons
have enough service life left in them to be totally re-usable for a mild to mid-level performance
engine. The factory spec of piston skirt to wall clearances are intended to produce a quiet,
slap-free piston operation. This is not the best for power as it incurs added piston friction. What
this means is we can hone usually about 0. There is more to the piston situation yet but we will
deal with that and about saving pistons in Chapter 4. OK, on with the block. The next move is to
look at the bottom of the bores. These days many of the older small-blocks have already been
through the rebuild mill at least once, and yours could have been rebuilt before. In my

experience, about half the blocks will be fine and have walls thicker than the minimums I prefer.
The later blocks seem more consistent in terms of cylinder wall thickness. This is important,
because core shift may ultimately be the deciding factor between a viable 0. As mentioned
earlier, check to see if at one time or another a rod has broken in the block. Evidence of this
usually can be seen in the form of a chunk of metal cracked out from the bottom of the bore.
What it does mean is you should have the block crack tested. What if you find your block has a
liner; is that the end of it? No, I have blocks that had served me well and, for one reason or
another, a part such as a wrist pin failed and gouged a cylinder. These were saved by linering. I
have a block with a liner in each bank and it has survived many dyno pulls at around hp. What I
do not like to see is a block with two liners adjacent because I feel that can compromise the
integrity of the block in the mains area. At the end of the day, it really boils down to how thick
the block walls are as well as correct liner installation. If you find a cylinder bore has a large
score in it due to a wrist pin working loose, if it fits your requirements and every other aspect,
investigate the cost of linering. At this point you should have an idea of whether the block is
going to be usable, so a trip to your machine shop is in your future. If you intend to do the work
outlined in the following pages, it will involve quite a bit of labor. Not all machine shops have a
sonic tester, so call around. If you want to save a few dollars, make your next job stripping the
block of its various plugs. Removing any block plug is a matter of technique. The freeze plugs
on the sides and back end of the block are easy to remove. All you need is a large round punch,
a big hammer, and a pair of channel locks. The technique is to punch the freeze plug into the
block so one side rotates in while the other comes out. This allows grabbing hold of the outer
edge and, using the rounded side of the channel locks against the block, prying it out. Once you
get the hang of this it usually takes about 60 seconds per plug. The oil-galley plugs, especially
those at the back of the block, can present a problem. There are two ways to remove them. I
prefer the torch method. The technique is to heat the plugs until red hot, then douse them in
engine oil. Heating the plug causes it to expand and soften. The block, being cooler around it,
squeezes the plug in; so, on cooling, the plug becomes smaller. When the oil hits the red-hot
plug it becomes thinner and, by capillary action, is drawn into the threads. The last job is to
punch the head locating dowels into the water jacket. Last, check that all of the critical head
and. You will, for certain, have to go through all the bolt holes with a tap. This will achieve two
things: First, clearing out the threads will establish their fitness for further use; and, second, it
will ready them for further use. Take note here that only clean threads in good condition will
establish the correct bolt preload to hold a head gasket when the bolts are torqued up. Some of
the photos scattered around these pages show detailing that can be done to improve both the
appearance and the oil drain-back capability of your block. This should be carried out before
any machine shop block cleaning. Detailing also has the potential to produce a little more
horsepower as well as enhance reliability. This is where your die grinder comes in handy again.
Detailing is time consuming, but paying a machine shop, even if they were familiar with the job,
would cost you several hundred dollars. This means you can look on the expense of your
grinder as already redeemed. To make it a little easier for the pump to do its job, clean up the
area around the pump securing bolt on the rear main and blend it into the discharge hole
leading into the block. There are plenty of sharp corners that can stand removing from the
outside of the block. In this view of the filter mount area you can see how the passage into the
filter and the exits have been streamlined to facilitate flow and cut pressure drop to the
bearings. The place to start is the rear main caps. This groove is then blended into the hole that
leads down through the main cap. By doing this we reduced or eliminated the need for a
power-consuming, high-pressure, highvolume pump. Next, look at the entrance and exit holes
in the oil filter location housing. Blend these holes into the casting. On the pre blocks, which all
used flat-tappet cams, there are oil return holes up the center of the lifter valley. Oil dropping
through these holes in the lower part of the crankcase becomes caught up in the rotating
assembly. At the back of the block, oil can return beside the distributor drive. This hole should
be ground and cleaned out. There are two good reasons for doing this. First, we want the oil to
return as quickly as possible to the pan, and secondly, these areas at the back of the block are a
casting sand trap. If any sand is left in the casting, this is almost certainly where it will be.
Grinding the block smoothly in this area will eliminate that. The other area to work on is at the
front of the block. The two large holes near the lifter valley floor should be ground so that the oil
can drain down and out the front of the block via the cam timing cover. Check the areas that
drain the oil back to the crankcase on your stock block and you will see that the reworking
shown here improves the drainback considerably. In this shot the brass standpipes can be
seen. In the case of a flat-tappet cam, the value of plugging the holes up the center of the lifter
valley is moot. This means you can cut excessive drain-back from this area by installing
standoff pipes or plugs in the lifter valley holes. The next job, although time consuming and

somewhat costly, is important. These block threads must be clean and in good condition,
otherwise the required clamping forces will not be realized. The second method is by far the
best because it leaves castings looking better than new. Inspect the block prior to machining. If
your machinist has a sonic tester, have the bore wall thickness checked. As I have already
indicated these can vary considerably, both in evenness and overall wall thickness, on blocks
andâ€”even more soâ€”on s. In the days before sonic testers, most blocks for performance use
were normally bored only 0. There are many blocks out there that will bore 60 over and still
leave more material than many at only 30 over. If you have such a block, you have the option of
going up to 60 over. However, the situation in the last few years has changed and budget
high-performance pistons can be had in almost any convenient oversize required. Your
machinist will advise you. Because of core shift during the casting process, the bores are rarely
in the middle of the surrounding core of metal. This apparent problem may not be as big an
issue as you may think. For instance, if a cylinder wall is 0. Such a move means most of the
material comes off the thick side, leaving a spread, side to side, of 0. Best of all, it allows bigger
bores that would not have been possible without the aid of sonic testing. The more highly
loaded side of the bores is the major thrust face, which is where the greater wall thickness is
more desirable. If the cylinder wall is particularly thick on that side, then you do have another
power-producing option. This option involves offsetting the bores in the direction of the thrust
face. This causes the rod to have greater leverage on the crankshaft immediately after top dead
center TDC. At TDC in a normal situation, the piston, pin, rod, and crank are all lying on a
common center line so that no matter how much pressure there is on the piston, no torque is
seen at the crank. The offset allows the crank to start delivering torque from the combustion
pressure sooner in the cycle. Usually about as much as you can go here is 0. The usual
technique for achieving this effect is to have a piston with an offset pin. Also, a piston with pin
offset has more load on one side than the other. It gets cocked in the bore and increases bore
wall friction. However, when you go to 0. Even the tightest budget should allow sufficient money
to have the bores honed in some manner to clean them up. Let us first look at what is
potentially your cheapest option. Use a decent-size electric drill on slow speed and a lot of WD
as a lube and you can do a good facsimile of a re-hone in about two minutes per bore. When
doing the glaze-busting op, be careful not to go through the bores too far because this will run
the glaze buster into the main caps and break the stones. Because bore wear is often low to
negligible on late-model fuel injected motors, we have often salvaged them for further use with
nothing other than a glaze buster like this from NAPA or most other pro parts stores. For
positional accuracy, the bores are referenced from the main bearings. The quality of the honing
job is important. Honing heads with both stones and special brushes was a s innovation for a
better cylinder-wall and less-grit-laden finish. This type of honing head is creating longerlasting
bores, which undergo less break-in wear. After break-in they provide better sealing for longer
periods. Find a machine shop that uses this type of honing head. This operation produces
rounder, more gas-tight bores when the engine is assembled. Honing this way is more
expensive than the non-deck-plate honing as done on the factory production line. These rings,
depending on the piston ring groove style, can range from dirt-cheap to relatively inexpensive.
Before opting to go this route, read Chapter 4, because there are some negatives involved. This
almost certainly means spending money for moly-faced top rings that are tougher and will last
much longer. Normally, if you budgeted for a deck-plate honing job, it is as part of a re-bore and
hone deal and new pistons will figure into the equation. However, if your late-model motor was
really good in the bore department, then a deck-plate hone job to take out a couple of
thousandths to bring the skirt-to-piston clearance at the pin center to 0. Your machine shop
may suggest align honing the main bearings. My comment here is to forget it. A lot of engine
builders will argue the point that friction must be reduced to a minimum. Because the crank is
riding in a bed of oil. The crankshaft is bending. No matter how much force there may be, the
potential loss in torque that occurs is due to the force times the radius at which the friction is
acting. If the coefficient of friction is zero, then no matter how large the bending forces involved,
there would be zero torque loss because any number multiplied by zero is still zero. Using the
main bearings as a reference, the block decks are squared and cut parallel to the mains at a 9.
The final operation on a serious effort block should be deck-plate honing done as shown here.
Do not tap in too far or the adjoining galleys will be blocked. Before you even think about
installing the heads, make sure this oil galley plug is in and sealed up. Deburr the lifter bores
first with a de-burring tool or needle file, and then finish with a ball hone as seen here. The oil
film between the crank and its bearings is very stiff. Even if the bearings are out of line by a
considerable amount, there will be no measurable difference in the power seen at the flywheel.
Testing with deliberately distorted blocks and cranks supports this theory. The bottom line is,
check main bearing alignment by installing just the bearings no seal lubed with very thin oil and

torque up the caps. Just about every piston made ends up 0. Decking the block to 9. If you want
to do a trial build, first have the block decked to give 0. By making the quench area work better,
we move the engine further away from detonation while increasing compression ratio. A good
quench action can allow as much as one extra ratio to be used. This volume is already
damaging to power because it limits quench action and reduces compression ratio. By decking
the block, we reduce the capacity in the top of the block by some 5cc. Another reason for
decking is that the deck surface between the two center cylinders directly beneath the exhaust
valves can sink. Cheap steel-shim head gaskets work well on flat parts. Do it right now or do it
over again laterâ€”take your pick! Next to last is a small job that easily can be overlooked. The
front three galley plugs are normally press-fit items. The last op to do on the block is to chamfer
all the sharp edges left from machining. Sharp edges left on the mains bores need to be filed off
with a needle file. Also important are the possible sharp edges left on the lifter bores. These can
shave off oil and cause the lifters to wear far quicker than would otherwise be the case. Be sure
to put at least a 0. Although this can be done with a file, it is very time consuming to get in on
the crank side of the lifter bores. It will remove metal the corners way faster than from the lifter
bore itself. Rather than spending time hunting in wrecking yards, you can acquire a block with
whatever machining you feel you can afford ready to go. There are a lot of companies out there
that will do blocks. In the past, when I have been in a tight spot to get a magazine engine done
in time to meet a copy date, I have had Speed-O-Motive in West Covina, California, source a
block and prep it for me. The block arrived by truck complete with a fully balanced rotating
assembly. For the most part the basic dealâ€” block stripped, cleaned, bored, deck plate honed,
decked, cam bearings installed and a coat of paint for protectionâ€”will get you going in a
cost-effective fashion. This will leave you to install the freeze, cam, and oil galley plugs. Also, to
avoid installing a head and finding a giant oil leak: do not overlook the screwin plug at the rear
right-hand side of the block deck face. At this point I am assuming you have sourced your own
block and had the machining done on it, or that you obtained a most-basically machined block
from a company supplying blocks. These should have had a small chamfer applied by the
machine shop to facilitate the installation of the piston assembly into the bores. Without a
chamfer here, the rings will almost certainly hang up at every attempt to install the piston into
the block. This chamfer should be neither too big nor too small. If it is too big, the rings,
especially the narrow ones like the oil ring rails, can pop out from under the ring compressor
and potentially get damaged during assembly, or even prevent assembly. If the chamfer is too
small, assembly will be difficult. However, too small a chamfer is rare but the point I am leading
to here is that the machine shop should have chamfered the tops of the bores. This block had a
basic prep done on it, but still absorbed about four hours of work. Here it is being readied for a
couple of coats of primer and a coat or two of engine enamel. OK, so much for making a big
deal about bore chamfering. This is especially important if you have had the block decked. With
this done, do a final thread clean with a good tap on the head and main-bearing bolt holes. What
you see here is a decked and honed block, detailed out ready to go. The cam bearings need a
special installing tool to get the job done. Either rent one from AutoZone, or better yet if you
have never done this job, get them installed by a pro in a machine shop. Honing has a nasty
habit of impregnating the bore walls with honing grit. If your machine shop uses the brushed
honing head mentioned earlier, this problem will be considerably reduced. Honing grit is highly
abrasive and will cause the rings to wear rapidly unless it is removed. Honing grit is not the
easiest to remove. Typical cleaning solvents do not readily remove it. The recommended way to
go here is to use a stiff-bristle brush, hot water, and dish washing soap and scrub the bores.
This scrubbing with hot soapy water should be considered essential. Once you have scrubbed
the bores, spray them down with Gunk. Then, using a Scotch-Brite scouring pad, rub the bores
with a steep, almost-vertical spiral action until they feel as slippery as ice. This takes only two
or three minutes per bore. Next, using more Gunk, loosen any dried deposits, and then hose
down the block thoroughly with water. Blow off the block with an air line and hit all the
machined surfaces with WD Take a white paper towel, spray it with a little WD, and wipe down
the bores. If they are truly clean there will be no discoloration on the white towel. There are four
reasons for this and they are as follows: Torque accelerates a vehicle and cubes deliver torque.
Achieving a decent compression ratio on a smaller-inch engine compromises the combustion
chamber shape and consequently outputâ€”especially torque! The valvetrain will have to deal
with higher RPM on a smaller motor and high-quality components to handle the higher RPM will
become more expensive. Smaller bores compromise the valve sizes that can be used. With a
smallblock Chevy, bigger is better to a greater extent than in most other engines. Always keep
that in mind as you plan your motor. It's hot and it wants to get even hotter. That's because the
most basic function of your car's internal combustion engine is to generate heat energy into
effective power. But all of this heat cannot be used for motive power. Very generally, about 25

percent is used for power and about 45 percent of the heat escapes in the exhaust and frictional
losses, while the remaining 30 percent is transferred into the engine components. The heat that
is absorbed into the engine must be discharged, or else the engine will overheat and fail. So to
protect the engine against overheating, a cooling system regulates the engine temperature to a
proper operating range. However, sufficient airflow, proper water-flow speed, and correct
ignition timing are critical to a cool-running engine. For this month's "How It Works" section,
we'll discuss the inner workings of an engine's cooling system and, of course, our discussion
will be based on a water-cooled Chevy engine. We'll cover everything from fans to radiators,
shrouds, water jackets, and more. When we're done, you'll have plenty of cool ideas to keep
your Chevy out of the red. Water Cooling Because today's high-performance engines produce
more power and thus heat, improved cooling systems are drastically needed to maintain a
proper operating temperature. Inside your Chevy engine, water jackets surround the engine,
and cylinder heads serve to cool it. These water jackets are supplied coolant by upper and
lower hoses connected from the radiator to the engine. The coolant in the radiator, in turn, is
cooled by the fan s and also by the air traveling through the radiator as the vehicle is moving.
Inside the radiator's core are rows typically two to four that allow the water to flow in one
direction, in and out, while outside air passing through the radiator fins cools the water by
temperature transfer. Thermostat The thermostat is an important component on any engine,
especially a high-performance one. It closes when the water temperature is low cold to prevent
the water from circulating in the engine and opens when water temperature is high typically
above degrees to allow circulation through the system. Without a thermostat, the water would
simply circulate too quickly and possibly even reduce power partly because more horsepower
is required to drive the water pump when the restriction of the thermostat is removed.
Thermostats help to provide a fast warm-up and also aid the engine to avoid acid formation in
the oil, all the while reducing engine wear. Most new GM engines produced until the late '80s
used degree thermostats installed on the outlet side of the engine. GM cars produced since the
early '90s typically use degree thermostats to degree C that are installed on the water inlet side
of the water pump from the lower radiator hose. This is because water traveling from the
radiator's lower hose is generally at a continuously stable and cooler temperature and does not
cause the thermostat's operation to oscillate as frequently. Pressure-Type Radiator Cap
Pressure-type radiator caps serve a purpose beyond just keeping the water in the radiator. On
late-model cars, the pressure-type radiator cap is often found on the coolant reservoir instead
of the radiator. If the cooling system were left open to the atmosphere, the temperature of the
water would never rise above degrees because it would boil out of the radiator and turn into
steam. But because a radiator cap maintains pressure in the system, the boiling point is raised
and the system is capped off. So the system pressure and the addition of antifreeze containing
ethylene glycol raises the boiling point; while in cold temps below 32 degrees, the antifreeze
lowers the freezing point depending on the blend and capacity of the system. Most of today's
pressure-type radiator caps contain relief and vacuum valves. The relief valve allows the
pressure positive in the cooling system to bleed out if it rises above a preset value, such as 16
lbs. When the engine heats up and the temperature rises, the excessive pressure pushes open
the relief valve and blows off through the overflow hose. As the engine cools down, the vacuum
valve in the cap serves to permit air into the radiator by opening when the internal pressure falls
below atmospheric pressure negative after the engine is shut off. Crossflow vs. Downflow
Radiators Crossflow radiators have radiator rows located horizontally so that water travels
across the radiator, and downflow radiators have rows positioned vertically so that water
travels downward. A crossflow radiator is typically more efficient than a downflow for the
simple reason that the pressure cap is located on the low-pressure side opposite the outlet or
upper hose location. This cap location allows sustained high-rpm operation without forcing
fluid past the cap. In addition, under-hood-space considerations typically allow a shorter and
wider crossflow radiator to utilize a larger core with added surface area, which provides more
effective and efficient cooling. Pump You Up The water pump serves to force water flow
throughout the cooling system. The speed that the water pump turns at a given engine speed is
dependent on the size of both the crankshaft and water pump pulley. The smaller the water
pump pulley, the faster the impeller inside the water pump turns. If the water pump turns too
fast, there are cooling losses because the water travels too quickly through the system. On a
typical LS1 engine or most other engine equals , a water pump consumes about 12 to 15 hp at 6,
rpm. Most of today's water pumps are overdriven about 10 percent to 40 percent above
crankshaft speed. Good water pump design balances the flow rate and pressure with the best
impeller size. So, in essence, even your water pump is tuned to perform. Fan Fair Compared to
engine-driven fans, electric fans offer the benefits of reducing engine drag and allow the fan to
typically be installed in several locations. Electric fans installed in front of the radiator are called

pusher fans, and behind the radiator are puller fans. Pusher fans typically impede airflow by
blocking portions of the radiator's core, as opposed to a puller fan, which pulls air through the
radiator and is generally about 15 percent more efficient. So if space allows, it is usually better
to install the fan on the engine side of the radiator to operate as a puller, where it can draw more
airflow. Shape Up The shape of the fan's blades will change the fan's performance. A
straight-blade fan is generally the most efficient fan possible, but often the noisiest. A quieter,
curved-blade fan will move about 10 percent less air than a comparably sized straight-blade fan.
Until the '80s, when manufacturers began installing electric fans on most new cars, mechanical
engine-driven fans that bolted directly to the front of the water pump were the norm.
Engine-driven fans can work well in many applications, but they do cost horsepower. To
minimize the power loss, clutch-operated mechanical fans have been installed for decades.
Most fan clutches typically engage at about degrees air temperature degrees engine
temperature , run at 60 percent to 80 percent of engine speed, and will generally reduce the
engine temperature about 20 degrees. There are two types offered, and both operate on the fluid
drive theory. One's a thermal type, which is typically what auto manufacturers have used, and
the other is a low-cost and low-performance style called a non-thermal. The better thermal fan
clutches varies the fan speed with temperature of the air behind the radiator. An identifying
feature of a thermal fan clutch is the bi-metal thermostatic coil located at the front of the clutch.
This coil senses the under-hood heat and activates the clutch accordingly. The operation when
engaged provides maximum cooling, while the disengaged operation provides fuel savings and
noise reduction. Non-thermal clutches also called centrifugal are a low-cost replacement part.
Although comparatively inexpensive, non-thermal clutches are always engaged, providing less
fuel and power savings than a thermal-style fan clutch. Just like all other facets of a
high-performance car, your cooling system's components must be matched to everything else.
The amount of power your engine makes, transmission stall speed, rear axle ratio, engine size,
ignition timing, and more are all critical considerations when building, troubleshooting, or
maintaining a cooling system. Your radiator is basically a heat exchanger. Hot water or coolant
runs into it and the heat is transferred off as cooler air travels through the core, thus cooling the
liquid that is ultimately delivered back into the engine to be heated once again. If you're making
considerably more power, you'll probably have to replace the stock radiator with a more
efficient one, like this aluminum radiator from Be Cool. It fits without the need for major
modifications. Aluminum radiators are typically about 40 percent lighter than most stock
radiators. Electric puller fans offer higher airflow compared to an identically rated pusher fan.
Plus, a puller fan does not block airflow through the radiator core. Either way, electric fans do
not cost power like a mechanical fan. Inside a radiator, oval tubes allow the water to flow from
the inlet side to the outlet side while the hundreds of cooling fins that attach outside the tubes
help to cool the water. This is the inside of a Be Cool, aluminum-dual, 1" core, crossflow
performance radiator that contains two oval-fluted tubes. These fluted oval tubes allow the
passing water to gain maximum exposure to the outer wall of the radiator tube. GM Powertrain
spends countless hours engineering pulleys to provide the best possible performance within an
often very small area. As the drive pulley size is reduced, the rotation speed increases, but if the
impeller turns too fast, there may be cooling losses. Coolant flow rate and pressure vary by
impeller size as well. Most water pumps on modern GM cars are overdriven about 10 percent to
40 percent above crank speed, while the mechanical power consumed for operation is
approximately 12 to 15 hp at 6, rpm. Today's GM engines have the coolant thermostat located
on the inlet side of the engine from the lower radiator hose This inlet-side mounting provides
temperature-stable coolant supply and reduces thermostat oscillation. Electric fans featuring a
curved blade are quieter than their straight-blade counterparts; however, they comparatively
move approximately 10 percent less air. Flex fans like this may be easy to install, but they do
consume power to turn. That's because a mechanical fan is always turning and draining engine
power, while electric fans only turn on when needed and do not require mechanical power to
operate. The ABS plastic shroud shown is an aftermarket item used to direct air out of the
radiator. At idle and low speeds, a mechanical fan slows down with engine rpm and decreases
airflow. Electric fans, however, maintain consistent speed regardless of engine rpm. If you're
restoring your engine compartment on your musclecar, you'll probably want to retain the stock
appearance. Items like the original-style fan, radiator, shroud, and hoses as found on this '69
Camaro are available from Rick's First Gen. If you plan to install a transmission cooler, the
location is critical to the cooler's ability to reduce temperature. Granted, sometimes space
constraints warrant different mounting locations. Here's an illustration that generally shows the
best order of choices. This '73, ci small-block Chevy uses two steam holes arrows between
each bore to aid cooling. The water jacket volume and shape on most engines through the late
'80s did not incorporate today's advanced engineering that drastically improves heat transfer

and flow velocity. If your cooling system needs attention, don't forget the basics. Good hoses
as well as the correct alternator brackets are critical to ensuring good cooling system operation.
A properly mounted alternator will help to provide a good water pump pulley alignment. Many
cars produced from the '80s and later with almost no front grille air intake area especially
Third-Gen Camaros relied heavily on the effects of an under-radiator baffle to direct airflow
through the radiator. If yours has become worn down from driveways, you may have noticed
higher engine temps at freeway speeds. A lower radiator hose may look fine from the outside
but may be causing your engine to run warm at higher engine speeds if the inner spring is
missing or severely rusted. This will cause the hose to collapse and block water flow typically at
freeway speeds. The water pump on the left is from an original, '69, small-block , and the water
pump on the right is a brand-new Edelbrock Victor series water pump. The stock Chevy water
pump's impeller may have kept the original horse cool in '69, but if you're making more power
today, consider the Edelbrock unit. Inside, the Edelbrock computer-designed pump passages
are designed to flow more coolant with a higher velocity, even at lower engine speeds. The
Edelbrock impeller is CNC-machined and differs tremendously from the year-old original
design. Edelbrock Victor Series aluminum water pumps are a great choice to keep your vintage
Chevy running cool while saving weight. This small-block runs cool in all types of summer
weather because the system combines an electric puller fan with a shroud, a properly sized
aluminum radiator, correctly sized pulleys, and an overflow reservoir. The original small radiator
this '67 Malibu had with no shroud and a four-blade fan worked fair for the stock , but it couldn't
keep up with the cooling demands of the newly installed hp small-block. This cutaway shot of
an LS2 water pump shows its inner workings and illustrates how GM Powertrain uses extensive
technology today that incorporates efficient and effective coolant transfer and velocity. This
helps to keep GM's new LS2 operating at the proper temperature in almost any environment.
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